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ABSTRACT
Provided are a method, apparatus and system for controlling a focus on a television interface. The method includes that a remote control device generates a movement event and a corresponding movement path and notifies a TV controller, and the TV controller determines the location of a moved focus according to the movement event and the movement path. Through the technology for controlling a focus on a television interface, a button can be pressed for reduced
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METHOD, APPARATUS AND SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING FOCUS ON TV INTERFACE

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present disclosure relates to computer technology, in particular to a method, an apparatus and a system for controlling a focus on a TV interface.

BACKGROUND

When watching TV, a user can operate a remote control to implement interaction with the TV, such as entering a live broadcast interface, entering various functional interfaces and implementing all other TV functional operations. With the emergence of TV technology with enhanced interaction, such as an Internet Protocol Television (IPTV), the remote control becomes more important and also more complex. On a TV interface, it is necessary to operate the displayed content, and particularly when much content is contained on the interface, it is necessary to move a focus on a user interface in a simple and fast way.

However, the existing remote control models the movement of a focus on an interface generally through a directional button, such as an Up, Down, Left or Right button of a remote control. When there are many elements on the TV interface, a user needs to press a button repeatedly for many times so as to move the focus to an expected interface element. Such an operation is tedious and inflexible.

SUMMARY

In view of this, the main objective of embodiments of the present disclosure is to provide a method, an apparatus and a system for controlling a focus on a TV interface, in order to control the focus conveniently, quickly and flexibly.

To this end, the technical solution of the embodiment of the present disclosure is implemented as follows:

A method for controlling a focus on a TV interface includes:

- a remote control device generates a movement event and a movement path and notifies a TV controller of the movement event and the movement path; and the TV controller determines a location of a moved focus according to the movement event and the movement path, wherein

the process that a remote control device generates a movement event and a corresponding movement path and notifies a TV controller of the movement event and the movement path may include: the remote control device captures the movement event and movement path, forms a movement event message according to the movement event and the movement path and sends the movement event message to the TV controller; and

the process that the TV controller determines a location of a moved focus may include: the TV controller acquires a movement initial coordinate and the movement path from the movement event, and calculates the location of the moved focus according to the movement initial coordinate and the movement path.

The process of calculating the location of the moved focus may include:

- when an interface control capable of holding the focus is on a TV interface located corresponding to a current movement location point, the TV controller controls the focus to move to the interface control.

The method further includes that:

when no interface control capable of holding the focus is on the TV interface located corresponding to the current movement location point, the TV controller controls the focus to move to the interface control which is nearest to the TV interface located corresponding to the current movement location point, or controls the focus to stay in place.

When the location of the moved focus is calculated, the following contents are further considered:

- a movement speed of an object touching the remote control device to generate the movement event; and/or
- a sensitivity parameter of the remote control device.

An apparatus for controlling a focus on a TV interface includes a command receiving module, a command interpretation module and a command execution module, wherein

the command receiving module is configured to receive a movement event and a movement path from a remote control device, and send the movement event and the movement path to the command interpretation module;

the command interpretation module is configured to determine a location of a moved focus according to the received movement event and the received movement path, and send the location of the moved focus to the command execution module; and

the command execution module is configured to control a focus to move to the location of the moved focus.

When determining the location of the moved focus, the command interpretation module is configured to acquire a movement initial coordinate and the movement path according to the movement event and the movement path, and calculate the location of the moved focus according to the movement initial coordinate and the movement path.

When determining the location of the moved focus, the command interpretation module may be configured to:

- when an interface control capable of holding the focus is on a TV interface located corresponding to a current movement location point, control the focus to move to the interface control.

When determining the location of the moved focus, the command interpretation module may be further configured to consider following contents:

- a movement speed of an object touching the remote control device to generate the movement event; and/or
- a sensitivity parameter of the remote control device.

The apparatus may be connected with a TV which is configured to display a movement process of the focus.

The apparatus may be a Set Top Box (STB), a smart TV or an enhanced TV device; and

the remote control device may be a touchpad remote control, a mobile device with simulation remote control software, or an air mouse.

A system for controlling a focus on a TV interface includes a remote control device and a TV controller, wherein
the remote control device is configured to generate a movement event and a movement path and notify the TV controller of the movement event and the movement path; and

the TV controller is configured to determine a location of a moved focus according to the movement event and the movement path.

The remote control device may include a movement detection module and a command sending module, wherein

the movement detection module is configured to generate a touch event according to a captured touch, and send the movement event and the corresponding movement path to the command sending module; and

the command sending module is configured to send the movement event and the movement path to the TV controller.

The TV controller may include a command receiving module, a command interpretation module and a command execution module, wherein

the command receiving module is configured to receive the movement event and the movement path from the remote control device, and send them to the command interpretation module;

the command interpretation module is configured to determine the location of the moved focus according to the received movement event and the received movement path, and send the location of the moved focus to the command execution module; and

the command execution module is configured to control a focus to move to the location of the moved focus.

The TV controller may be an STB, a smart TV or an enhanced TV device; and

the remote control device may be a touchpad remote control, a mobile device with simulation remote control software, or an air mouse.

Through the technology for controlling a focus on a TV interface in the embodiments of the present disclosure, the focus can be moved continuously and be moved in a more complex direction, for example, being moved slantways, without pressing a button repeatedly, so that the button is pressed for reduced times, the focus can be controlled in any direction conveniently, quickly and flexibly, and the user experience can be improved effectively.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing a deployment principle of an application environment in an embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 2 is a diagram showing an effect of controlling a focus on a TV interface in an embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 3 is a diagram showing a structure of a system in an embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 4 is a diagram showing a flow of controlling a focus on a TV interface in an embodiment of the present disclosure; and

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram showing the flow of controlling a focus on a TV interface in an embodiment of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In an actual application, a remote control with a touchpad (hereafter called a touchpad remote control) can be used as a remote control device to control a focus on a TV interface. For example, a user can drag a finger on the touchpad remote control, the touchpad remote control captures the touch of the finger and generates a corresponding movement event (such as a touch event generated due to the touch) and a movement path, and a touch event message (such as touch start and touch movement) is formed according to the movement event and the movement path and is sent to an STB.

The STB acquires a movement initial coordinate (such as a touch initial coordinate generated due to the touch) and the movement path from the received touch event message, and calculates according to the movement initial coordinate and the movement path whether the focus needs to move and the location of the focus after being moved (or called a moved focus). For example, whether an interface control capable of holding the focus is on a TV interface located corresponding to the current movement location point (such as a touch point generated due to the touch) of the moved finger is calculated according to the touch initial point of the finger, the movement path and the current location of the focus. If the interface control capable of holding the focus is on the TV interface located corresponding to the current touch point, the STB controls the focus to move to the interface control; if no interface control capable of holding the focus is on the TV interface located corresponding to the current touch point, the STB can control the focus to move to the interface control which is nearest to the TV interface located corresponding to the current touch point or control the focus to stay in place.

The touch event message can further include the movement speed of the finger. Thus, the STB may take the movement speed of the finger into consideration when calculating the location of the focus, for example, more quickly the finger moves, more quickly the focus is moved.

In addition, the STB can also consider the sensitivity parameter of the touchpad when calculating the location of the focus. Thus, the STB may consider the sensitivity parameter when calculating the location of the focus, for example, the higher the sensitivity is, the higher the movement speed of the focus is.

It should be noted that, besides the touchpad remote control, other devices, such as a mobile device with simulation remote control software (such as a mobile phone and a tablet computer), can further control the location of the focus. These devices can be called a touch remote control which can control the focus on the TV interface according to touch (such as the touch on a touch screen or a touchpad by the finger or other objects).

In addition, besides the STB, other devices, such as a smart TV and an enhanced TV device, can specifically calculate and move the location of the focus. These devices are called TV controllers which can specifically implement control operations on the focus on the TV interface, such as calculating and moving, according to a message from the touch remote control or other signals.

The embodiments of the present disclosure will be described below in detail by the specific embodiments.

See FIG. 1, in a specific implementation environment shown in FIG. 1, a touch remote control as a remote control device can be a touchpad remote control or a touch-screen mobile phone; and the remote control device can also be an air mouse or other devices. The touch-screen mobile phone needs to install special remote control software. The touch-screen mobile phone and the touchpad remote control may send a corresponding instruction message to an STB, and the specific communication way may be various known wireless communication technology, such as infrared, Bluetooth, and a Wireless Fidelity (WIFI) network. In the embodiment, the
touchpad remote control communicates with the STB through an infrared signal; and the remote control software on the touch-screen mobile phone communicates with the STB through the WIFI network.

See FIG. 2, in which a user slides on the touchpad of the touchpad remote control from the bottom left to the upper right with a finger, and correspondingly, a focus on the TV interface connected with the STB also moves to a new interface element on the upper right.

See FIG. 3, as shown, the touchpad remote control may include a movement detection module (such as a touch detection module for detecting touch) and a command sending module, wherein the movement detection module may capture a finger operation of a user on the touchpad, acquire a location coordinate, movement path, movement speed and other information of the corresponding operation, and send the acquired information to the command sending module; and the command sending module encapsulates the received information into a touch event message and sends the message to an STB in a wireless communication way (or in a wired way in the actual application).

The STB may include a command receiving module, a command interpretation module and a command execution module, wherein the command receiving module can receive a touch event message from the touchpad remote control in a wireless communication way (or in a wired way in the actual application), and send the touch event message to the command interpretation module; and the command interpretation module calculates the received touch event message to obtain a location where the focus will move to, and sends the location to the command execution module which controls the focus to move to the location. Of course, the TV connected with the STB can display the moving process of the focus.

When the operation principle of each device in FIG. 3 is represented by specific operation flow, as shown in FIG. 4, the flow shown here includes the following steps:

step 201: a user touches a touchpad on a touchpad remote control with a finger, and the touchpad captures the touch and generates a touch start event so as to send a touch start command to an STB; the STB receives the touch start command, acquires and records a touch initial coordinate value in the touch start command and a current location of a focus on a TV interface; in the embodiment, the touchpad remote control communicates with the STB through an infrared signal; correspondingly, the touchpad remote control includes an infrared signal transmission module, and the STB includes an infrared receiving module; the touchpad remote control sends a touch start message which includes an initial touch point coordinate value, such as (x1, y1); and the STB records the coordinate value of the current central location of the focus, such as (xa, ya).

step 202: the user slides with a finger on the touchpad of the touchpad remote control, and the touchpad captures the sliding operation and generates a touch movement event so as to send a touch movement command to the STB; the STB receives the touch movement command, and acquires a location coordinate value of the moved touch; the command interpretation module in the STB calculates the location value of the moved focus according to the location point of the moved touch, the touch initial location and the original location value of the focus; in the embodiment, when the coordinate value of the moved touch point is (x2, y2), the coordinate value (xa+x2-x1, ya+y2-y1) of the central location of the moved focus can be calculated according to the touch movement path and is recorded as (xb, yb);

the command execution module in the STB queries whether there is an element (such as an interface control) capable of holding the focus at the location of the moved focus on the interface; if there is such an element, the focus is held at the element; if not, the focus is held at an element which is nearest to the moved focus or the focus still stays in place; for example, the command execution module of the STB may query whether the point (xb, yb) is within the coordinate range of an element capable of holding the focus, if the point (xb, yb) is within the coordinate range, the focus is moved to the element, otherwise, the focus stays in place;

step 203: in an actual application, the operation in step 202 may be repeated, namely, when the user keeps sliding with the finger on the touch pad of the touchpad remote control, the touchpad generates a touch movement event in real time and sends a touch movement command to the STB continuously; the frequency of sending the touch movement command is configurable, and a higher sending frequency can ensure a smoother movement of the focus on the TV interface and obtain better user experience; and

step 204: when the user moves the finger away from the touchpad of the touchpad remote control, the touchpad captures this action and generates a touch ending event so as to send a touch ending command to the STB; the STB receives the touch ending command, and ends the command interpretation and the movement of the focus.

In step 201, the communication between the touchpad remote control and the STB may be also implemented in other ways, such as Bluetooth. When a touch-screen mobile phone is adopted, the communication between the touch-screen mobile phone and the STB may be implemented based on a WIFI network and the like, and its signaling transmission protocol may be based on various self-defined Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP), Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) or some existing application protocols, such as Universal Plug and Play (UPNP) protocols. Besides, before the remote control operation is performed by the touch-screen mobile phone, the remote control software in the touch-screen mobile phone needs to establish communication with the STB at first to establish a control relationship.

In step 202, the parameter of the touch movement speed may be added in the touch movement event, and the command interpretation module in the STB may consider the movement speed of an object on the touchpad when calculating the location of a moved focus. For example, the average touch movement speed value is carried in the touch movement event, if the horizontal movement speed is v_x, and the vertical movement speed is v_y, then the central location coordinate value of the moved focus calculated by the command interpretation module is \((xa+(x2-x1)v_x, ya+(y2-y1)v_y)\).

In addition, a sensitivity parameter for touch and movement may be set in the STB, and the command interpretation module of the STB may also consider the sensitivity parameter when calculating the location of the moved focus. For example, if the sensitivity parameter is marked as e, then the central location coordinate value of the moved focus calculated by the command interpretation module is \((xa+(x2-x1)e, ya+(y2-y1)e)\).

In step 202, the TV interface may be implemented by a web browser, thus, the command interpretation module and the command execution module may be arranged in the web browser; or, the TV interface may also be implemented by a local application, thus, the command interpretation module
and the command execution module may be arranged in the STB and may be implemented by an STB operation system or an application.

In combination with what described above, the operation of controlling a focus on the TV interface in the embodiment can be as shown in FIG. 5, the flow includes the following steps:

step 510: a remote control device generates a movement event and a corresponding movement path and notifies a TV controller; and

Step 520: the TV controller determines the location of a moved focus according to the movement event and the corresponding movement path.

To sum up, through the technology for controlling a focus on a TV interface in the embodiments of the present disclosure, the focus can be moved continuously and be moved in a more complex direction, for example, being moved slantways, without pressing a button repeatedly, so that the button can be pressed for reduced times, the focus can be controlled in any direction conveniently, quickly and flexibly, and the user experience can be improved effectively. Moreover, the focus stays on the TV interface all the time.

The above are only the preferred embodiments of the present disclosure, and are not intended to limit the scope of protection of the claims of the present disclosure.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for controlling a focus on a Television (TV) interface, comprising:

generating, by a touch remote control device, a movement event and a movement path and notifying a TV controller of the movement event and the movement path; determining, by the TV controller, a location of a moved focus according to the movement event and the movement path; wherein the focus determines which interface control is used for receiving information input by an input device, wherein the movement path and movement location of the focus is controlled by the touch remote control device.

wherein the process of generating, by a touch remote control device, a movement event and a movement path and notifying a TV controller of the movement event and the movement path comprises: capturing, by the touch remote control device, the movement event and movement path, forming a movement event message according to the movement event and the movement path and sending the movement event message to the TV controller,

wherein the process of determining, by the TV controller, a location of a moved focus comprises: acquiring, by the TV controller, a movement initial coordinate and the movement path from the movement event message, and calculating the location of the moved focus according to the movement initial coordinate and the movement path,

wherein the process of calculating the location of the moved focus comprises:

when no interface control capable of holding a focus is on a TV interface located corresponding to a current movement location point, controlling, by the TV controller, the focus to move to the interface control which is nearest to the TV interface located corresponding to the current movement location point, or controlling the focus to stay in place.

2. The method according to claim 1, when an interface control capable of holding a focus is on the TV interface located corresponding to the current movement location point, controlling, by the TV controller, the focus to move to the interface control.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein when the location of the moved focus is calculated, following contents are further considered:

a movement speed of an object touching the touch remote control device to generate the movement event; and/or

a sensitivity parameter of the touch remote control device.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein when the location of the moved focus is calculated, following contents are further considered:

a movement speed of an object touching the touch remote control device to generate the movement event; and/or

a sensitivity parameter of the touch remote control device.

5. An apparatus for controlling a focus on a Television (TV) interface, comprising a command receiving module, a command interpretation module and a command execution module, wherein:

the command receiving module is configured to receive a movement event and a movement path from a touch remote control device, and send the movement event and the movement path to the command interpretation module;

the command interpretation module is configured to determine a location of a moved focus according to the movement event and the movement path, and send the location of the moved focus to the command execution module; and

the command execution module is configured to control a focus to move to the location of the moved focus, wherein the focus determines which interface control is used for receiving information input by an input device, wherein the movement path and movement location of the focus is controlled by the touch remote control device,

wherein when determining the location of the moved focus, the command interpretation module is configured to acquire a movement initial coordinate and the movement path according to the movement event and the movement path, and calculate the location of the moved focus according to the movement initial coordinate and the movement path,

wherein when determining the location of the moved focus, the command interpretation module is configured to, when no interface control capable of holding a focus is on a TV interface located corresponding to a current movement location point, control the focus to move to the interface control which is nearest to the TV interface located corresponding to the current movement location point, or control the focus to stay in place.

6. The apparatus according to claim 5, wherein when determining the location of the moved focus, the command interpretation module is further configured to consider following contents:

a movement speed of an object touching the touch remote control device to generate the movement event; and/or

a sensitivity parameter of the touch remote control device.
8. The apparatus according to claim 5, wherein the apparatus is connected with a TV which is configured to display a movement process of the focus.

9. The apparatus according to claim 5, wherein the apparatus is a Set Top Box (STB), a smart TV or an enhanced TV device; and
   the touch remote control device is a touchpad remote control, a mobile device with simulation remote control software, or an air mouse.

10. A system for controlling a focus on a Television (TV) interface, comprising a touch remote control device and a TV controller, wherein
    the touch remote control device is configured to generate
    a movement event and a movement path and notify the
    TV controller of the movement event and the movement path; and
    the TV controller is configured to determine a location of a
    moved focus according to the movement event and the movement path, wherein the focus determines which the interface control is used for receiving information input by an input device, wherein the movement path and movement location of the focus is controlled by the touch remote control device,
    wherein the TV controller comprises a command receiving module, a command interpretation module and a command execution module, wherein
    the command receiving module is configured to receive
    the movement event and the movement path from the
    touch remote control device, and send the movement event and the movement path to the command interpretation module;
    the command interpretation module is configured to determine
    the location of the moved focus according to the movement event and the movement path, and send the location of the moved focus to the command execution module; and
    the command execution module is configured to control a
    focus to move to the location of the moved focus,
    wherein when determining the location of the moved focus, the command interpretation module is configured to acquire a movement initial coordinate and the movement path according to the movement event and the movement path, and calculate the location of the moved focus according to the movement initial coordinate and the movement path,
    wherein when determining the location of the moved focus, the command interpretation module is configured to, when no interface control capable of holding a focus is on a TV interface located corresponding to a current movement location point, control the focus to move to the interface control which is nearest to the TV interface located corresponding to the current movement location point, or control the focus to stay in place.

11. The system according to claim 10, wherein the touch remote control device comprises a movement detection module and a command sending module, wherein
    the movement detection module is configured to generate
    a touch event according to a captured touch, and send
    the movement event and the movement path to the command
    sending module; and
    the command sending module is configured to send the
    movement event and the movement path to the TV controller.

12. The system according to claim 10, wherein
    the TV controller is a Set Top Box (STB), a smart TV or an
    enhanced TV device; and
    the touch remote control device is a touchpad remote
    control, a mobile device with simulation remote control
    software, or an air mouse.

* * * * *